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Est $A

JAPAN

682

683

684

Ex Lot 682

Shoebox with a terrific array including at least 18 scarce/rare commemorative cards with stamps tied to the views
by special cancellations, Pacific Mail Steamship Co & Miyako Hotel cards, many samurai geisha & kabuki cards,
earthquakes x10, Russo-Japanese War & Port Arthur/Admiral Nogi group, six sets in original packets plus a few
empty packets, etc; then a similar number of Postal Cards with two Mihon (Specimen) lottery cards & lots of
postmark interest; condition variable but many are very fine. Inspection will be rewarded. (100s)

CPS

C

C

A

500

Ex Lot 683

Large album of apparently unused cards covering numerous subjects with many unusual types, some folders
included suggest that the contents are here also, earthquakes x12, woodcuts x8, shrines, geishas etc, many with
pictorial postmarks on the face including Beppo Hot Springs x10, generally very fine. (250 approx)

400

Ex Lot 684

Mounted collection of mostly better subjects with many beautiful cards including commemorative types, stunning
artist cards, Mitsumura views x4, German card of Franciscan nuns tending to lepers (?), also geishas, sumo
wrestlers, graves, etc, condition variable but generally fine to very fine. Ex Bronte Watts. (70 approx)

350
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685

C

686

687

Ex Lot 685

Beautiful collection of artist cards, attractive topographicals including many National Park types, geishas,
commemorative cards with related postmarks, some Russo-Japanese War, c.1946 Hiroshima superb set of 12 with
the original packet (faults), etc, generally fine to superb; also a group of illustrated "wood" envelopes & lettersheets.
Ex Joe Duif.(180+)

400

Ex Lot 686

Attractive bundle with 1904 Artillery multi-view, 1905 Russo-Japan War group of mostly artist cards but also four of
Battleships, beautiful Shipping Line cards x4, Geishas, Prostitutes x7 including two of "harems" of girls behind bars!
& artist card "Outside of a third-class Crothel" [sic], condition variable but generally fine to very fine. Ex Keith
Harrison. (65)

C

C

Est $A

`

300T

Ex Lot 687

Appealing collection in Japanese illustrated album with elaborate lacquered cover & mother-of-pearl inlay,
Yokohama x44 including 1905 "Celebration of Japanese Victory Benten Dori" x2, "Chinese Street" & "Whole View of
Pier", etc, also gorgeous artist cards x12, some postally used, condition variable but many are fine to very fine. Ex
Keith Harrison.(54)

300T
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688

C

Est $A

Ex Lot 688

- a similar but damaged album of artist cards of various styles including for Imperial Government Railways with
photographic vignettes x4, amusing "Japan: The Focus of International Communications", and a few NYK Line cards,
generally fine to very fine. A beautiful collection. Ex Keith Harrison.(54)

300T

